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SYNOPSIS

Inspired by Claude Gueux by Hugo, the story of Claude by Robert Badinter and Thierry Escaich deviates slightly from the original. This Claude actually existed, as testified by the legal archives of Troyes studied by Robert Badinter. Claude, a worker at la Croix-Rousse, leads a hard-working and contented life with his wife and daughter. He rejects the misery inflicted by his boss when he is laid off with his fellow workers to be replaced by machines. The issue at the time was not relocation but depersonalisation. Claude, with other canuts (silk workers) took to his gun and set up barricades. Sentenced to 7 years' hard labour, he was imprisoned at the prison-workshop of Clairvaux. A study of injustice and violence: Claude kills the prison governor and is guillotined.
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Loleh Pottier ............................................................................. Little girl
Anaël Chevallier ................................................................. Voice in echo
Yannick Berne ........................................................................ First prisoner
Paolo Stupenengo ................................................................. Second prisoner
Jean Vendassi ......................................................................... Third prisoner
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Didier Roussel ......................................................................... Advocate General
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